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API security is more critical
than ever
Now is the time for CISOs to prioritize defense in depth for API security

___

Application programming inte�aces, or APIs, are driving the digital economy and opening up paths for
new business oppo�unities. Companies use APIs to not only provide access to their own services, but
to also integrate applications within an organization as well as with third-pa�y services. Think of
Google Maps Pla�orm APIs delivering functionality that o�ers services based on location, or Google
Pay APIs being integrated with the eCommerce websites of Google customers.

Now API tra�c is dominating the internet. Case in point: Google Cloud’s Apigee saw a 46% increase in
API tra�c when comparing Black Friday 2020 and 2021. This is because APIs are a gateway for
services and data and can unlock the value of data that enables business growth.

At the same time, APIs represent a large, dynamically changing a�ack su�ace. Just one web or mobile
application can rely on hundreds of APIs that provide data to the application that’s executing in the
user’s browser or on a mobile device. Therefore, those hundreds of APIs expose data through external
inte�aces that need to be properly protected. Third-pa�y APIs that are used ubiquitously also
contribute to a growing API a�ack su�ace. For example, a stolen customer key for accessing a
third-pa�y API can be used by an a�acker to consume the third-pa�y service, resulting in excessive
payment obligation for the customer.

A�ack su�aces are expanding dramatically as the result of
API proliferation.

This means that as a security professional, you need to leverage your organizational knowledge,
security strengths, and technical know-how to protect APIs along their entire life cycle. You need to
engage in API design and implementation, and then move to API development, deployment, change
control, operations, and retirement. Since business logic forms pa� of the API a�ack su�ace, you must
also ensure engagement with API business owners as pa� of the threat modeling process to determine
likely abuse scenarios involving business logic.

This repo� outlines our recommendations for building a defense in depth for APIs that CISOs and their
teams should establish to enable business growth in a safe and sustainable way.

For more information visit gcat.google.com

https://pages.apigee.com/rs/351-WXY-166/images/Apigee_StateOfAPIS_eBook_2020.pdf


The threat is very real

At Google, we’ve seen how the growing API footprint a�racts threat actors of all so�s. In 2020, Apigee
observed a 172% increase in abusive API tra�c from 2019. In 2022, half of the 500 technology leaders
surveyed in the United States repo�ed that they experienced an API security incident in the past 12
months.

A�acks on APIs can be broadly split into �ve categories:

01 Data scraping
02 Denial of service (DoS)
03 Injections or malware
04 Account takeover (ATO)
05 Scalping and bots

While DoS, injections, and ATO are well-known a�acks that came to the API world from web
applications, abuse and bots are growing threats for APIs that are by their very nature di�erent from
security issues. Abuse does not occur due to security bugs in code. It happens mainly because of the
malicious use of legitimate features, such as a free account tier.

Data scraping is ranked at the top of the list as a result of large-scale scrapings of Clubhouse,
LinkedIn, Facebook, and Instagram. Scraping publicly available data is the most common abuse type
that is interestingly not pa�icularly illegal, according to the Supreme Cou�’s decision in April 2022.
However, it’s not always publicly available data that’s scraped. A�ackers may identify a �aw in API user
authorization, or just poor authentication, that provides them with access to personal identi�able
information (PII) stored in a company’s database. The PII leakage can result in the violation of user data
privacy and impact a business’s reputation, similar to what happened with Parler. Data scraping is
especially dangerous for enterprises whose business models are based on selling proprietary data
through APIs. If an a�acker succeeds with a large-scale scraping, they can potentially ruin the
business by o�ering the same data for a fraction of the price.

Scalping is another emerging API abuse, where an a�acker a�empts to buy limited-edition products or
reserve appointments before a real user gets to it. From the business perspective, scalping can
damage a brand, cause DoS to a website that cannot handle volumes of bot tra�c, and eventually turn
away loyal customers who suddenly cannot buy a product or a ticket to a conce� at a reasonable
price. In addition, abusers o�en use fraudulent payment methods as pa� of a scalping a�ack, with
such fraud leading to direct business losses.

For more information visit gcat.google.com

https://cloud.google.com/resources/api-security-research-report
https://cdn.ca9.uscourts.gov/datastore/opinions/2022/04/18/17-16783.pdf
https://cybernews.com/news/70tb-of-parler-users-messages-videos-and-posts-leaked-by-security-researchers/


The API-speci�c threats and incidents are slowing the pace of API-enabled innovation for many
organizations. Recent Google research on API security shows that more than half (53%) of the
surveyed organizations have delayed the rollout of a new service or application due to API security
concerns. Of those organizations that have experienced an incident in the past 12 months, more than
three-qua�ers (77%) have delayed the rollout of a new service or application. Therefore, the growing
API footprint and novel API-speci�c a�ack vectors demand that API security and anti-abuse be at the
forefront of how organizations build and operate APIs to enable rapid and safe business innovations.

Elements of the cloud-�rst application stack considered
most susceptible to compromise

For more information visit gcat.google.com

https://cloud.google.com/resources/api-security-research-report


Why traditional WAF is not enough

The web application �rewall (WAF) concept emerged in the late 1990s as a response to the increasing
amount of a�acks on web applications. Early innovators wanted to present a security solution, which
was o�en a physical device, that would serve as a so� of “�rewall.” Such �rewalls included protections
against exploitations of SQL injection (SQLI) and cross-site scripting (XSS) vulnerabilities. Later, many
WAFs expanded protections to DoS and distributed denial-of-service (DDoS) a�acks. Your security
team most likely has at least one WAF protecting web resources.

In the wake of API growth, WAF vendors have adapted their solutions to protect APIs. As a result, many
companies continue relying on WAFs as their �rst line of defense for web resources, including web
APIs. However, WAFs alone don’t provide comprehensive protection to APIs and may struggle to
address API-speci�c threats coming from miscon�guration, bot, and credential-related a�acks.
Internal APIs used for application integration also remain unprotected by WAFs. That’s why your
organization needs to take a holistic approach to protecting application footprints, including web,
mobile applications, and APIs – and you need to build a defense in depth to address a complex and
rapidly evolving threat landscape.

Build defense-in-depth to secure APIs

Defense-in-depth strategies are widely adopted on premises and in the cloud. The idea of properly
layering defense mechanisms that suppo�, but don’t depend on each other, has proven to be e�ective
at stopping adversaries. At Google, our API defense-in-depth strategy is built on four pillars:

01 First, we ensure that essential API security controls and protections are in place for all
our APIs. These controls are enforced through a common API management pla�orm
that guarantees their proper application to all APIs, thus leaving no space for any
uncontrolled API exposure.

02 Second, we protect our APIs from DDoS and exploits with an adaptive cloud
protection suite that includes a WAF, machine-learning-based DDoS protection, and a
threat intelligence capability.

03 Third, we add a layer of anti-bot protection to keep APIs and exposed resources safe
from fraudulent activity, spam, and abuse.

04 Finally, we develop APIs with an adherence to safe coding principles to prevent the
most common classes of security issues upfront.

For more information visit gcat.google.com



API management pla�orm

An API management pla�orm is an essential component of any API security strategy. On the one hand,
it brings together the best of API management and integration, so you can connect existing data and
applications, and su�ace them as easily accessible APIs that can power new experiences. It allows IT
teams to scale operations, accelerate developer velocity, and increase the speed to market. On the
other hand, an API management pla�orm protects APIs through their proper discovery, inventory, safe
gateway, authentication, authorization, quotas, and thro�ling mechanisms in a developer-friendly way.

In addition, an API management pla�orm provides governance over the full API life cycle, which
typically includes design, build, operate, engage, and version management phases.

The three base components of API governance are: API hub and registry,
governance engine, and API po�folio management.

These components help establish and apply policies to APIs across the whole enterprise, and make
them discoverable and usable in a secure and compliant way.

Google customers are using Google Cloud’s Apigee API Management to build and scale API programs
in a safe and secure way to gain actionable insights across the entire API value chain, monetize API
products, and maximize the business value of digital assets. For example, Apigee helps secure
customer data at Experian and accelerate time to market, while Autodesk uses Apigee to o�er secure
access to services.

Web application and API protection

Web application and API protection, or WAAP, was introduced in 2021 by Ga�ner analysts. With this,
Ga�ner expanded the evolution of WAFs to include DoS protection, bot management, and API
protection. A WAF brings traditional capabilities to detect and block exploitation a�empts of
application vulnerabilities. An anti-DoS component ensures the availability of APIs by protecting them
from DoS and DDoS volumetric and application-level a�acks through excessive ad hoc bandwidth,
thro�ling, and blocking requests.

API protection comes in the form of an autonomic API security layer that provides visibility and control
over API security con�gurations, and ensures continuous compliance with internal security policies and
external regulatory requirements. In addition, bot detection can identify malicious usage like data
scraping, scalping, or ATO a�empts at scale.

Major cloud and security providers have already included WAAP-related services in their o�erings;
however, since it’s a relatively new term, exact WAAP features may vary from vendor to vendor.

Google’s WAAP provides end-to-end protection to web applications, and to external and internal APIs
through a solution suite that includes Apigee Advanced API Security, Google Cloud Armor for next-gen

For more information visit gcat.google.com

https://cloud.google.com/apigee
https://cloud.google.com/blog/products/api-management/experian-from-credit-bureau-to-technology-company-with-apis
https://cloud.google.com/blog/products/api-management/experian-from-credit-bureau-to-technology-company-with-apis
https://youtu.be/AsGsP_F2eVU
https://youtu.be/AsGsP_F2eVU
https://cloud.google.com/apigee/docs/api-security
https://cloud.google.com/armor


WAF DDoS protection, and reCAPTCHA Enterprise to combat automated bots and detect online fraud.
Apigee Advanced API Security also includes adaptive abuse protection that detects bot activities using
privacy-preserving machine learning and allows it to automatically block the a�acker’s requests before
an a�ack scales up. Google’s WAAP solution also helps uncover and remediate vulnerabilities in web
applications and APIs. In addition, Google Cloud provides necessary API security features such as
customer-managed encryption keys (CMEK), Identity and Access Management (IAM), threat
intelligence with Chronicle security operations, and other cloud-�rst security capabilities.

API safe coding

The use of API management infrastructure and advanced WAAP signi�cantly reduces API security and
abuse risks. However, it’s critical to prevent security issues in APIs from the beginning. Unsurprisingly,
injections, authentication/authorization, and business logic security �aws continue to represent major
security threats.

At Google, we’ve determined that safe coding can readily scale to eliminate entire classes of security
vulnerabilities. Google’s safe coding practices help ensure code security and reliability in common
frameworks, languages, and libraries. Ideally, libraries only expose an inte�ace that makes writing code
with common classes of security vulnerabilities impossible.

SQLI is a concrete example. SQLI holds the top spot on both the Open Web Application Security
Project (OWASP) and the SysAdmin, Audit, Network, and Security (SANS) lists of common security
vulnerabilities. An SQLI vulnerability arises when an application executes an SQL query on a database
and allows pa�s of the query to be controlled by an a�acker. An SQLI can have serious security
consequences and it’s been notoriously di�cult to avoid in large-scale API developments. As shared in
one of our recent books, Building Secure and Reliable Systems, when you use a hardened data library
such as TrustedSqlString, these types of vulnerabilities become a signi�cantly smaller issue. While this
approach may not solve all security challenges, it dramatically increases the speed to market for APIs.

Launching your API-�rst security strategy

Organizations across the world are developing APIs to speed up innovation and enable easier, more
standardized delivery of services and data for digital experiences. As API usage and tra�c volumes have
grown, so has the need to make API security a top priority.

As pa� of the Google Cybersecurity Action Team (GCAT), we provide actionable recommendations for
CISOs and their teams on how to sta� or continue the journey to building a defense in depth for APIs –
one that enables business growth in a safe and sustainable way. Building on what we’ve discussed in this
repo�, here are six excellent ways to fu�her suppo� you in this journey:

01 Check out “Best practices for securing your applications and APIs using Apigee”
02 Read “Building Secure and Reliable Systems”
03 Get sta�ed with Apigee, Google Cloud Armor, and reCaptcha Enterprise

For more information visit gcat.google.com

https://www.google.com/recaptcha/about/
https://cloud.google.com/kms/docs/cmek
https://cloud.google.com/iam
https://cloud.google.com/chronicle/docs
https://static.googleusercontent.com/media/sre.google/en//static/pdf/building_secure_and_reliable_systems.pdf
https://cloud.google.com/architecture/best-practices-securing-applications-and-apis-using-apigee
https://static.googleusercontent.com/media/sre.google/en//static/pdf/building_secure_and_reliable_systems.pdf
https://cloud.google.com/apigee/docs/getstarted
https://cloud.google.com/armor
https://www.google.com/recaptcha/about/


04 Explore Google security papers
05 Read about the layered security approach for APIs
06 Listen to “Protect Modern Applications in the Cloud: Union of API and Application

Security” on Cloud Security Podcast

For more information visit gcat.google.com

https://cloud.google.com/docs/security
https://cloud.google.com/blog/products/api-management/api-security-with-apigee-and-google-cloud-armor
https://cloud.withgoogle.com/cloudsecurity/podcast/ep62-protect-modern-applications-in-the-cloud-union-of-apis-and-application-security/
https://cloud.withgoogle.com/cloudsecurity/podcast/ep62-protect-modern-applications-in-the-cloud-union-of-apis-and-application-security/
https://cloud.withgoogle.com/cloudsecurity/podcast

